Flight I&T Support Update

- **EngineeringModel package and LDF**
  - New tag v2r0402p5
    - Includes the calibGen packages
  - New tag to come v3r0402pblah
    - Includes the new ldfXXX packages
      - ldfReader, LdfConverter, LdfEvent
  - Still on the hook for a LDF unit test
From our friends in I&T

- I&T weekly updates - Xin/Eduardo
  - Trying to keep the lines of communication open
  - This week’s topics include:
    - There may be an EM2 end of June – I&T will provide geometry description
    - Storing the run number from the FITS header
    - Support for replaying events by providing event list
    - Unpacking the detector ids in digiRootData
Calibrations

- CAL
  - New calibGenCAL tag v2r1
  - On track for all algorithms by end of May – except perhaps light attenuation
  - All the news fit to print is available from Sasha’s report:
Calibration Interface

- Joanne is working on xml format for CAL light attenuation and integral non-linearity data
- Macro found some minor bugs, Joanne is fixing.
- Marco has gotten the query result display working – see: http://www-glast.slac.stanford.edu/software/Core/rdbGui-18may2004.png
Pipeline

- Dan still on target.
  Web interface to configure pipeline is almost done. Hopes to test a task this week.